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- PALINDROMIC PALINDROME
  6 o' 6 ∨ 6:06
This Punc Lib palindrome is a mirror antigram and homophone, hence a 'palindrome' in meaning and sound. The ∨, or versus mark, also depicts the symmetry of the clock minute hands at the two times. Changing the ∨ angle allows any digit to be used, but six is the only one that with its hour hands makes the whole clock a visual palindrome of 'scissors' symmetry.

- A DOUBLE NEGATIVE THAT'S STILL NEGATIVE
The word cannot remains negative after taking away its negative element no. It still can't.

- EMONYMS
Here's another example of the many -onyms in the language (synonyms, acronyms, homonyms, pseudonyms, etc). The word isn't yet recognised by erudite authorities, but it's a well known phenomenon, small disc-shaped colour-coated chocolate drops.
(Someone on the Net has also coined this word, but to mean emotively equal synonyms. I prefer candy.)

- CONFESSIONS
Ignorance is something I decry even as I wallow in it. Pigs know better.
I was dragged kicking and clawing into maturity. Do not go gentle into that bland night, I sang.
And tho' getting mature was really hard, being here is easy and fun. Thinking it would be unbearably unbearable is what motivated me to fight it so hard. Typical youth stupidity.

- JUST DOO IT
  Goes Without Saying
  1. Says going without going.
  2. Goes without saying going.
(Goes without going.)

Congrats to astute readers who don’t need an explanation for this gobbledygook (Gob bled ego, OK?). For others, it means that one says one needs to go but doesn't go (to the loo), instead silently going in place.